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Abstract

System models to assess the vulnerability of information systems to security threats typically rep-
resent a physical infrastructure (buildings) and a digital infrastructure (computers and networks), in
combination with an attacker traversing the system while acquiring credentials. Other humans are
generally not included, as their behaviour is considered more difficult to express. We propose a
graph-based reference model for reasoning about access in system models including human actions,
inspired by the sociological actor-network theory, treating humans and non-humans symmetrically.
This means that humans can employ things to gain access (an attacker gains access to a room by
means of a key), but things can also employ humans to gain access (a USB stick gains access to a
computer by means of an employee), leading to a simple but expressive model. The model has the
additional advantage that it is not based on containment, an increasingly problematic notion in the
age of disappearing boundaries between systems. Based on the reference model, we discuss algo-
rithms for finding attacks, as well as examples. The reference model can serve as a starting point for
discussing representations of human behaviour in system models, and for including human behaviour
in other than graph-based approaches.

Keywords: actor-network theory, containment, hypergraphs, security modelling, socio-technical
systems, vulnerability analysis

1 Introduction

The prevalence of the insider threat problem teaches us an important lesson: security is not so much a
property of technical systems, but a property of so-called socio-technical or cyber-physical-social sys-
tems [1]. Human behaviour needs to be included in assessments of insider threat, referring both to the
abilities of the attacker as well as the weaknesses of others in enforcing security policies (e.g. in the case
of social engineering). Two questions can be asked in this context: (1) do indications for insider activity
exist, and (2) if there were an insider, what could s/he do? The former corresponds to the notion of
threat in the formula risk = threat × vulnerability × impact; the latter corresponds to vulnerability. This
paper focuses on the second question, and addresses models for evaluating the potential damage done
by insider threat, by assessing the vulnerability of socio-technical systems. For this reason, we do not
discuss the motivations or intentions of the attacker, as this is part of the first question.

It has been argued that including human properties in vulnerability models is an important direction
in the prevention of insider threat [2]. This paper provides foundational insights for such a direction, by
putting forward a model based on the simplest possible assumptions on what constitutes human behaviour
in a security context. Inspired by the actor-network theory of Bruno Latour, we develop a graph-based
system model for vulnerability analysis in which humans and non-humans are treated fully symmetri-
cally. Physical topology is no longer the basis, but rather a topology defined in terms of access relations.
The main message is that it is not necessarily required to distinguish between actors, objects and creden-
tials a priori. Indeed, as we will see later on, humans can take the role of credential. This basic model
can serve as a starting point for discussing to what extent this simple representation of human behaviour
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is sufficient, and which extensions would be necessary. It can also serve as a reference for including
human behaviour in more advanced vulnerability models complementing graph-based representations,
such as those based on process algebras [3]. The aim is not to replace existing models, but rather to
provide inspiration for extending these with human action, to address among other things insider threats.

The contributions of this paper are mainly theoretical. These are ideas that emerged during our
work on integrating physical, digital and social aspects in security modelling and testing. Although we
discuss algorithms and examples, we do not present a full-blown system, but rather considerations and
directions for future development of security modelling. Readers interested in the more practical aspects
are referred to [4] for security modelling and [5] for security testing.

In Section 2, we give a more detailed motivation of the research approach and discuss related work.
In Section 3, we introduce the sociological framework of actor-network theory and investigate how this
theory can be applied to include human actions in vulnerability analysis. In Section4, we present a for-
malisation of the model for describing security properties, called Actor-NetworK Hypergraphs (ANKH).
Section 5 presents an example, and Section 6 discusses algorithms for vulnerability analysis.

2 Motivation

2.1 Human Action in System Models

To make our contribution more precise, let us first specify the security modelling background. A dis-
tinction can be made in this context between protocol models and system models. Protocol models aim
at verifying protocols against the properties they aim to achieve, in the presence of an attacker (see e.g.
[6, 7]). The focus is on whether the specified interaction can be maliciously changed in order to invali-
date the supposedly guaranteed properties. Conversely, system models aim at checking whether a system
can be compromised by incrementally increasing the objects that the attacker has access to. This typi-
cally involves the acquisition of credentials in an IT and/or physical infrastructure. The focus here is on
maliciously acquiring access rather than maliciously changing interactions. The integration of these ap-
proaches remains an important research challenge. In the meantime, the present research is embedded in
the system model paradigm, and therefore addresses attacks that involve incremental access acquisition
in specified infrastructures.

Traditional system models for vulnerability analysis focus on a network of interconnected computer
systems, which an attacker can traverse. The model of the infrastructure is typically a static tree of
containment relations between objects, if necessary augmented with additional (network) connections.
The attacker then traverses the infrastructure by obtaining credentials and thereby gaining additional
access to objects, which can again contain credentials, et cetera. An attack is successful when the
attacker in the end has access to some designated asset.

Such models are not sufficient when (1) other things than the attacker exhibit mobility properties,
and (2) organisational and social aspects (interaction) can occur [8]. Recently, vulnerability models have
been proposed that include the mobility aspect [4, 3]. These models allow extension of vulnerability
analysis from digital to physical contexts, as the moving around of actors and items in buildings can
now be expressed. In principle, such models can also be used to express interaction, but they do not
provide explicit arguments for why human actors have been included in a specific way. This means that
either distinctions are proposed between actors (moving humans) and non-actors (credentials) [3], or a
construct of delegation is added, representing the possibility that other agents could be fooled into doing
something for the attacker [4].

To assess the value of such approaches, research needs to address explicitly the question to what
extent these extensions are necessary and sufficient to include human actions in vulnerability models. We
therefore go back to the basics, and ask which assumptions are necessary to include human behaviour. In
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particular, how much of a distinction do we need to make between the behaviour of human agents and the
behaviour of what can be called non-human agents, from the perspective of acquisition of access? This
does not mean that existing models are inadequate in terms of effectiveness in finding attacks, but rather
that we want to put the question how to include human behaviour on the agenda explicitly. In particular,
if a simpler way of doing so is possible, it would be recommendable for reasons of minimality.

Different approaches to modelling human behaviour are possible. One could let models of humans
make rational decisions optimising value, or let them aim for achieving certain goals with their actions.
However, in vulnerability analysis, we are mostly interested in whether it is possible for humans to
acquire access to certain assets. How likely it is that they will indeed aim at acquiring this access is
based on their goals, and these can be said to be external to the system model. Only when the system
being modelled can be said to influence the goals of the modelled humans, then this aspect needs to be
included (cf. [9, 10]). In that case, changes in the system can change the goals, thereby making the actors
behave differently. Here, we focus only on assessing the possibilities of access, given that someone will
indeed try to acquire it.

An easy way to add human action to system models would be to increase the number of attackers. As
we are not so much interested in whether actions are due to malicious intent or merely lack of awareness,
we could then assume collusion of the different actors in trying to gain access to the target asset, by
means of acquiring credentials and sharing them. An attacker may then be able to obtain a credential
previously fetched by another employee, but other actions beneficial to the attacker, such as leaving a
door open or plugging a found USB stick into a computer, cannot be expressed.

Our proposal is to define action in system models purely in terms of acquisition of access, but not
only access to credentials. Whether an attacker acquires access to a credential, an employee picks up a
USB stick, or a USB stick acquires access to a computer, these can all be expressed as changes in access
relations. It is then not needed to distinguish attackers, other humans, objects and credentials. One could
imagine that this might easily fit into existing tree-based infrastructure models, with the only difference
that nodes in the tree can now move, not just an attacker external to the infrastructure model.

2.2 Limitations of Containment-Based Models

However, the containment approach is itself subject to challenges, due to development in connectivity.
Traditionally, protection of information has been directed at securing an organisation at the perimeter of
its network, typically in the form of a firewall. Due to changes in technologies, business processes and
their legal environments this approach has become problematic. Many organisations are outsourcing part
of their IT processes, and employees demand that they can work from home. Mobile devices can access
data from anywhere, smart buildings are equipped with small microchips, and with cloud computing, or-
ganisations can rent virtual PCs by the hour. Such systems cross the security perimeters that parties have
put in place for themselves. Following the Jericho Forum [11], we call this process de-perimeterisation.
Human behaviour also plays a role here, as employees move into and out of the organisations boundaries
all the time.

Interestingly, techniques for modelling information security in organisations often focus precisely
on the physical metaphor of containment as the basic principle (see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]). This
may be explained by their derivation from the traditional (physical) security paradigm, with physical
security measures such as buildings and safes. However, even for physical access containment may
not be sufficient. Assume that a building consists of a hallway and two rooms, where both rooms are
connected to the hallway and to each other by doors (Fig.1). Following the containment-based approach
to security modelling, the rooms are clearly contained within the building. A suitable tree structure would
therefore be a top node that represents the building and two children that represent the rooms. Entering
the building would then be the same as entering the hall, and from there one would be able to enter one of
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the rooms. But how do we express the door in between the two rooms? There is no connection between
these rooms in the tree. We may wish to say that any two rooms within any building are connected, but
that is generally not the case.

Figure 1: The traditional floor plan and its tree representation.

These problems quickly multiply when virtual assets have connections around the globe. Similar to the
floor plan example, we can also think of two networks separated by a firewall. The choice to represent
one network as “inside” and the other as “outside”, as in [15], will depend on the location of the assets,
but cannot be meaningfully deduced from the structure of the world only. If the asset were on the other
side of the firewall, the containment would be reversed. The representation of the structure of the world
is then dependent on the value assigned to the entities, which is not only confusing, but may also have
consequences for the attacks that can be found. We may also wish to combine digital and physical assets,
creating new containment issues. How, for example, do we draw a containment tree when a computer
is both in a room and in a network? In that case the computer is contained in multiple other entities as
well. When combining the digital, physical and social world, such connections emerge everywhere. We
therefore conclude that containment is not the best concept for graph-based system models, and we will
develop an alternative later in this paper.

Existing approaches often combine a graph structure with an underlying process model to represent
a world. Based on our previous work [4], it appears that the importance of finding an appropriate graph
structure outweighs the importance of choosing the underlying process model when focusing on physical
mobility and human action. Indeed, many features of process representations could be removed when
focusing on acquisition of access. This motivates our choice to focus purely on graph structure and
graph transformations in this paper. Moreover, graphs might well be more intuitive to business users
than process descriptions. A third reason is that there is support for model checking of graph-based
systems, notably in the form of the Groove tool [17]. Notwithstanding this choice, it would be very
well feasible to extend nodes with processes if required for modelling purposes, but this is not discussed
further here.

2.3 Our Approach

In this paper, we aim at addressing the question how to include human action in system models. The
traditional approach was the movement of an attacker through a containment-based hierarchy. One can
then add more actors to include other persons. However, when adding the issues of containment-based
models to the argument, it seems a better idea to focus on a different kind of topology instead, not based
on physical analogies. As the possession of information is primarily a social phenomenon, contributing
to the way in which social beings will act, we develop an approach that starts from a social topology of
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access instead.
In summary, we aim at addressing:

• the problem of combining digital, physical and social aspects of information security in a single
system model;

• the limitations of the notion of containment as the basis of system models;

• the limitations of physical topologies for system models.

2.4 Related Work

Many different system models have been proposed. In the ambient calculus [12], the containing en-
closure is termed “ambient”. Ambients can contain other ambients, ambients within the same ambient
can interact and an ambient can specify conditions on the entering and leaving of other ambients. Fran-
queira et al. [15] use ambient calculus to perform vulnerability analysis, but they add extra connections
to allow more than just containment. Scott [16] also developed a tree-based model for representing phys-
ical location and mobility of entities, limiting the possibility to express multiple paths between entities.
Moreover, in Scott’s model it is possible to “teleport” an entity from one location to another, ignoring
layers of protection that may reside in between [8]. Dragovic and Crowcroft [13, 14] address the pro-
tection given by the containment and the associated exposure of the data, but still rely on a containment
tree to model paths to the assets. Probst and Hansen [3] propose a more flexible system model, but still
employ a strict separation between locations and actors. The same holds for the bigraph system model
[18, 19]. A quite different approach is taken by Mobadtl [20]. Here, the world is divided into one-level
neighbourhoods, with each neighbourhood having a guardian that moderates access from and to the out-
side world. The protection given by containment is transferred to the guardians. The Mobadtl solution
further has the advantage that the resulting structure is flat, but again membership of entities is confined
to a single neighbourhood. Since it is required to model multiple levels of access control via different
paths, this is again too limiting.

The ontology for our reference model is based on hypergraphs, which have been used before in se-
curity. Morin et al. [21] model a network as a hypergraph for alert correlation in intrusion detection.
Modelling quality of protection for outsourced business processes is discussed by Massacci and Yaut-
siukhin [22]. Baiardi et al. [23] use hypergraphs to model security dependencies in the context of risk
analysis. We believe we are the first to model the world as a hypergraph for finding possible attacks.

Our earlier work in security modelling focused on integrating digital, physical and social aspects of
security in a single model called Portunes [4], based on the Klaim family of languages [24]. Klaim is
a process calculus for agent interaction and mobility, based on tuple spaces. There are several Klaim
dialects, including μKlaim [25], OpenKlaim [26] and acKlaim [27], where the μKlaim and acKlaim
languages focuses specifically on access control. In Portunes we already made the simplifying choice to
represent mobility by moving nodes rather than evaluating processes. Here, we radicalise these ideas by
proposing a completely new graph structure for the model in terms of a social topology.

3 An Actor-Network View on Security

In this section, we present our sociological point of departure for security modelling. In sociology,
starting from the field of science and technology studies, a theory has been developed that focuses on
low-level interactions rather than high-level concepts to explain social phenomena. This approach is
usually called actor-network theory (ANT), and its most important advocate is Bruno Latour [28]. Latour
includes technological artefacts in social analysis, by granting them the status of actors (or as he prefers:
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actants). An action is never performed by a single actant, but always by a complex of associated entities,
without whom the action would have been different. Shooting is not done by a person alone, nor by a
gun alone, but by the composition of both. The person makes the gun shoot, but the gun also makes the
person shoot (she would not have done so without the gun).

Many of the examples Latour discusses are related to influencing human behaviour. For example, he
discusses the measures that a hotel manager can take to make sure that guests return their keys [29]. By
including more actants, such as signs asking the guests to return keys, or – more effectively – bulky key
rings attached to the keys, more guests will conform to the policy, despite their own capabilities. Like
many of his other examples, this is essentially a security problem. In this sense, security problems can
be understood in terms of which agents can be mobilised to perform a certain action. Whether the action
is successful is then dependent on which agents cooperate. For example, a human and a key together
can open a door, but neither a human nor a key can open a door by itself. Who initiates the action is
irrelevant from an actor-network point of view, as it is always the combined agents that perform it: the
key may invite the human to open the door or the other way around (or both), but the result is the same.

Characteristic of actor-network theory is the completely flat social topology. Instead of having small
structures contained in larger ones, the focus is on the connecting elements. Actors connect networks and
networks connect actors. Information security faces a similar paradigm change with de-perimeterisation
and the problems in containment-based modelling. Where traditionally a door would be represented as a
perimeter around a room, it may also be seen as a connecting entity between the room and the hallway.
From this point of view, actor-network theory may be the basis for a theory of information security that
does not focus on containment. The question is how to translate actor-network theory from a sociological
theory to a theory in the field of information science.

Actor-network theory has been used for various purposes in the analysis of information systems,
notably in describing stakeholder interactions in the design process [30]. Here, we use it as the basis for
a formal model of interactions within information systems, including the physical and social environment
of devices. Similar to interpreting actor-networks as a formal model of computation [31], we see actor-
networks as a formal model of access. Connections between actors and networks are the central theme. In
essence, the connections we are interested in from an information security point of view are connections
between pieces of information. Rather than considering an extension of the physical space we are familiar
with, this requires thinking in terms of a space filled with connected and disconnected information entities
(i.e. pieces of information). In contrast to many approaches to security modelling, which take physical
space as their starting point, we are interested in a different kind of space, which has sometimes been
termed infosphere [32]. This is the space filled by information entities instead of physical objects.

If we focus on the infosphere, the spatial arrangements in the physical world are only relevant as far
as they enable or limit interaction between entities. For example, the situation where different entities are
in the same room is only relevant for the consequence that this allows these entities to interact. Therefore,
we can abstract from the spatial arrangement and define the ontology in terms of interaction capabilities
instead. This is precisely how actor-network theory and the domain of information fit together: we use an
actor-network view on interaction in the information domain. The most important characteristic of our
model is that it is flat. Similar to the transformation Bruno Latour proposes in sociology, containment is
discarded as an important notion in the topology. The general structure of the model is then represented
by which entities can access each other, interact and collaborate.

In summary, an actor-network view on security involves:

• symmetry between human and non-human entities, and ascription of actions to a set of entities
rather than a single initiator;

• a flat rather than hierarchical structure;
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• a topology in terms of action-enabling connections.

For the example of the building, this will also yield a quite different representation (Fig.2). The doors,
implicit in the original model, now show up as key entities. We say that the doors can collaborate with
entities of both rooms that they connect, instead of saying that the door separates inside from outside. A
door or a firewall is a connecting entity rather than a containing perimeter, explicating its role in access-
acquiring actions. To simplify the connections between entities, we use groups of entities to represent
the capability of these entities to interact. Thus, entities that are in the same room will belong to the same
group, and can therefore interact. This prevents having to add separate connections between all of those
entities. The door will belong both to the group of entities in the room and the group of entities in the
hall. This represents the crucial role of the door in the ability of other entities to move from one group to
the other.

Figure 2: The floor plan from an actor-network point of view. The circles denote groups and their
contained entities; they have no spatial meaning.

4 Actor-NetworK Hypergraphs (ANKH)

Based on the inspiration from sociology as well as our own work in security modelling [4], we aim
at developing a general reference framework for including human action in system models, based on
interaction capabilities of information entities. We model security in terms of interaction or collaboration
based on group membership. In the model, entities belonging to the same group can interact. A group
may consist of all the entities in a room, all the entities in a digital network, or all the entities that a
person is carrying. Entities may be members of more than one group. The group structure is flat: groups
cannot be members of groups. For convenience, groups may be named, but this is not necessary for the
analysis.

4.1 Hypergraph Transformations

The notions of entity and group give rise to a formal representation in terms of hypergraphs, where
entities and groups are mapped to nodes and hyperedges, respectively. We therefore label the model
ANKH, for Actor-NetworK Hypergraphs. In a hypergraph, a hyperedge is an edge connecting any
number of vertices, i.e. a hyperedge is a non-empty subset of the set of nodes. Nodes represent entities
and hyperedges represent groups.
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Definition 1: A world is a hypergraph G= (V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of hyperedges.

To model vulnerability in the form of possible step-wise attacks, we need to define how the world can
change over time. The basic assumption is that the world changes by modifications in group membership,
i.e. transformations of the hyperedges of the graph. To make the complexity manageable, the set of nodes
is static; i.e. no new nodes are created and no nodes disappear.1 The main question to be answered is then
under which conditions hyperedges can change, in particular when a node can obtain or lose membership
of a hyperedge.

A special role is reserved here for nodes that are contained in more than one hyperedge. For example,
a door connecting two rooms will be contained in the hyperedges representing both rooms. We call
such multi-edged nodes guardians.2 Guardians serve as connecting entities between different groups
(hyperedges), and they control the possible transformations of hyperedges. Members of one group can
become a member of another group only through interaction with a guardian.

Definition 2: A guardian is a marked node that is a member of more than one hyperedge. We then say
that it is a guardian between these hyperedges.

One can choose to define guardians statically or dynamically, depending on the purposes of the model.
If defined statically, guardians are only those nodes that belong to multiple hyperedges in the initial
configuration. If defined dynamically, guardians can emerge during evolution of the model, when enti-
ties acquire membership of additional hyperedges. For example, a computer could become a guardian
between a room and a network when it acquires a network connection. Somebody having access to
the room can now acquire access to the network through this new guardian. For reasons of clarity of
exposition, we assume statically defined guardians from now on.

An event (change of state) can occur if a guardian g interacts with another entity e, with H, I ∈ E;
g,e ∈ H and g ∈ I. This may result in one of the following actions:

• move(g,e,H, I): g moves e from group H to I;

• copy(g,e,H, I): g copies e from group H to I;

• remove(g,e,H) g removes e from group H .

The effect of actions are changes in hyperedge (group) membership. The following events are examples
of what may happen:

• if g is a human and e a bag, and g moves e from the room (H) to her possessions (I) or vice versa:
the bag is picked up or put down;

• if g is a computer and e is a piece of data, and g copies e from the hard-disk (H) to memory (I):
the data is duplicated;

• if g is a USB stick and e a piece of data, and g removes e from the group representing its contents
(H): the data is erased.

In these actions, we call the guardian the active entity and the object being affected the passive entity.
In many situations, these terms may be somewhat counter-intuitive compared to a physical ontology.
For example, when a person enters a room, the door will be the active entity, and the person will be the

1As long as we are interested in confidentiality of existing data, this is justified; this assumption may need to be changed when
modelling for example integrity of data. In the latter case, modifying a copy is not the same as changing the original.
2This terminology is also used in Mobadtl [20]. However, the guardians in that approach are pre-assigned and they monitor
pre-defined neighbourhoods. In the present paper, the only restriction is that a guardian is contained in more than one group.
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passive one. This is due to the fact that we focus only on interaction possibilities, and here, the door
gives the person access to the room. As mentioned before, which entity initiates the action is outside
the scope of the model, since it is irrelevant from the point of view of what is possible security-wise.
Note that move is identical to copy followed by remove; however, particularly in the physical domain,
transfer of entities is often restricted to precisely the move action. We therefore include it as a separate
action, allowing for differentiation of capabilities of digital and physical objects. Note also that once
entities lose all their group memberships, they can never obtain one again, as there is no guardian they
can interact with. This represents deletion or destruction.

Example 1: Alice is a member of the group of entities in the room that she is in, but also a member
of the group of entities that she is carrying around. Therefore, she is a guardian. An object in the room
may interact with Alice in order to become a member of the group of objects that she is carrying around
(Alice can pick up an object). The object will lose membership of the group of entities in the room,
and become a member of the group of entities that Alice is carrying. If Alice then asks the door (also a
guardian) to become a member of the hall, she loses her membership of the room (as the door will only
allow move actions, not copy). She is still a member of the group of objects that she is carrying (in the
physical world one would say she is taking the objects with her). We do not need to explicitly model
the concept of carrying, as this is already implicit in the possible hypergraph transformations: Alice will
keep the possibility of interacting with the entities that she is carrying. The corresponding actions are:
move(Alice,object,room,Alice’s possessions) and move(door,Alice,room,hall).

4.2 Capabilities

We have already seen that there are constraints on the possible modifications in group membership. To
be able to use these constraints for finding attacks, they need to be included explicitly in the model of
the world. The constraints are centred around the guardians, as these are the only entities that can effect
changes in group memberships. In a positive formulation, we use the notion of capabilities to describe
possible events. Capabilities describe under which conditions an entity will – as a guardian – allow other
entities to join or leave groups that it is a member of.

In the previous example, Alice can pick up an object only if this action conforms to the capabilities
of Alice with respect to this object (for example, if Alice can lift the object and thereby make it a member
of the group of entities she is carrying). Such capabilities may correspond to “natural” properties of the
two entities, but also to “social” properties, such as whether a person will be inclined to leave her key.
Other restrictions are specified in terms of which other entities need to be present to enable the action.
We call those credentials. For example, to enable the event that a door moves a human into a room, the
key must also be present. Depending on the guardian’s capabilities, the passive entity may or may not
be required to give up membership of other groups. In the previous example, when Alice tries to exit the
room, the door won’t let her stay in both places at the same time. We see that capabilities can be either
implicit properties of the world (a person can move into a room, but a room cannot move into a person)
or explicit security measures (a person can only move into this room if she has the right key).

A capability can thus be expressed in terms of (1) the type of event (move, copy or remove); (2)
the guardian; (3) the entity being affected (the entity that changes group membership); and (4) the other
entities that are required to be accessible (credentials). Using this structure of capabilities, we can now
define states.

Definition 3: A state is a tuple (G,C) consisting of a world (a hypergraph G = (V,E)) and a set of
capabilities C of type A×V ×V ×2V , where A = (move,copy,remove) is the set of actions and 2V is the
powerset of V.
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The capability relation contains credentials: the associated action is only possible if the entity can access
the credentials directly (they are in one of its groups). (a,g,e,{c}) ∈C means that entity g will interact
with entity e in order to perform event a, provided g, e and c are in the same group. For example, a door
(g) will let a person (e) into a room if the door, the person and the right key (c) are in the hall.3 For now,
we assume that the capability function is static: capabilities are defined for the initial state, and entities
do not change their capabilities.

We can now formally define the hypergraph transformation rules. Given a world (G,C), where
g,e ∈V ; H, I ∈ E and R⊆ E , the following rules define the possible transformations (with preconditions
above the line, postconditions below):

g,e ∈ H g ∈ I (move,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H
g ∈ H g,e ∈ I e /∈ H (move,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H

move

g,e ∈H g ∈ I (copy,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H
g,e ∈ H g,e ∈ I (copy,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H

copy

g,e ∈ H (remove,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H
g,e ∈ H e /∈H (remove,g,e,R) ∈C R⊆ H

remove

In case of social interactions, people may accept others into their group, which means that they can
perform actions for them. For example, a student may ask a janitor to open a room for her. If the janitor
accepts her in his group, the student can go wherever the janitor can go (he will open the rooms for her).
Again, this represents interaction possibilities rather than physical containment, as the janitor will not
literally pick up the student. In this way, our model is more flexible than a containment-based one. As
system models deal with access, human interaction is specified in terms of who gives whom access to
what, based on what a person already possesses.

4.3 Goals

A goal is a set of undesirable target states. Goals thus represent which entities should or should not be in
the same group. Goals can be checked by analysing the reachability of undesirable states, starting from
the initial state of the world. The initial state is specified by the physical arrangement of the building, the
layout of the network, the locations of employees, and the capabilities of all entities. In particular, the
group memberships of the attacker and the asset are vital. Target states are specified by the property that
the attacker is in the same group as the asset.

5 An Example

As an example, we consider the road apple attack. The term road apple refers to an apple that is found
on a road, tempting the finder to take it. In the IT world, the apple is usually an infected generic dongle,
with the logo of the organisation, left by the adversary in a public place in the organisation’s premises,
such as a canteen. When an employee finds the dongle, she may be tempted to plug the dongle into
her laptop [33]. If she does, the dongle will install a rootkit on the hard disk drive (hdd) without the
employee’s knowledge. Entities and groups are depicted in Fig.3. The goal is to have the rootkit in the
hdd contents. Note that for reasons of simplicity, we have still chosen a world that can be represented
as a tree. To make use of the full power of our approach, we could add hyperedges representing a

3This means the key is directly accessible from the hall; otherwise, it would have been in a separate group representing for
example a cabinet in the hall.
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wireless LAN, for example, containing both the target computer and a device controlled by the attacker,
giving additional opportunities for attack. This would, however, make the example too complicated for
explanation purposes.

Figure 3: The initial state of the road apple attack from an actor-network point of view.

The following capabilities are present:

• (move,room door,employee,{key})

• (move,room door,attacker,{key})

• (move,main door,employee, /0)

• (move,main door,attacker, /0)

• (move,employee,dongle, /0)

• (move,attacker,dongle, /0)

• (move,computer,dongle,{employee})

• (move,computer,dongle,{attacker})

• (copy,dongle,rootkit, /0)

• (copy,hdd,rootkit, /0)

Note that for reasons of brevity, abbreviations could be introduced by means of entity types. A capability
could then refer to a type rather than a specific entity. A wildcard (i.e. any entity) is then represented by
a universal type. An additional restriction (not shown here) is that physical entities can only be added
to physical groups, and similarly for digital entities. This prevents, for example, the rootkit from being
added to employee possessions. A possible attack (indeed, the road apple) would use the following
actions:

1. move(main door,attacker,outside,canteen): attacker is moved from outside to canteen

2. move(attacker,dongle,attacker possessions,canteen): dongle is moved from attacker possessions to canteen

3. move(room door,employee,room,canteen): employee is moved from room to canteen
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4. move(employee,dongle,canteen,employee possessions): dongle is moved from canteen to employee possessions

5. move(room door,employee,canteen,room): employee is moved from canteen to room (requires key)

6. move(employee,dongle,employee possessions,room): dongle is moved from employee possessions to room

7. move(computer,dongle,room,computer contents): dongle is moved from room to computer contents (needs employee)

8. copy(dongle,rootkit,dongle contents,computer contents): rootkit is copied from dongle contents to computer contents

9. copy(hdd,rootkit,computer contents,hdd contents): rootkit is copied from computer contents to hdd contents

There is a seemingly special kind of credential that is vital in this example. The dongle needs a credential
to go into a computer: it can enter a computer because an employee is there. The employee is thus a
credential in this case. This may seem counter-intuitive, but since the employee neither changes group
membership nor acts as a guardian, this is the natural way to express this. This is precisely what the
actor-network theory tells us: there is symmetry between humans and non-humans in what they can do.
For security this is projected onto access relations and changes in those by access acquisition. For our
reference model, this means that entities, human or non-human, can take the role of active entity, passive
entity, or credential, depending on the situation.

6 Analysis

In this section, we present techniques for generating attack scenarios based on a goal and an initial state.
There is no need to invent completely new analysis procedures, as existing techniques are well-suited
for the ANKH framework. They do however need to be translated to fit the modelling constructs. Our
analysis is based on the one presented in [34]. In their terminology, we can define the attributes of
our model, i.e. the changeable properties that describe a state. Under the assumption that capabilities are
static, these are simply the group memberships of entities (hyperedge memberships of nodes). Attributes,
again in the terminology of [34], can be changed by exploits, which are transformations that change the
attributes. In ANKH, exploits are changes in group membership enabled by capabilities.

To allow systematic analysis of the possible transformations, we make the simplifying assumption
that when an entity belongs to a group at one point in time, this means that the entity can always go
back if it wants to. Entities are thus never moved or removed, but always copied. This is a monotonicity
assumption [34]. In this way, we can create a table of all possible groups an entity can be in after a
certain number of steps. That is, in each step, we investigate all possible events, and for each possible
event, we add the moved entity to the possible entities of the group it moved to. It will also remain as a
possible entity in its previous group (Algorithm1).

Algorithm 1 Possibility analysis
Require: initial state

repeat
for each possible transformation do

put moved entity in new group for this step
set links to relevant conditions of previous step

end for
until table unchanged in this step

In the first phase of the analysis of the road apple example, a table is thus created (Table1), which
represents for each step and for each group the possibly included entities. For each entity in the table
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Outside Attacker poss. Dongle cont. Canteen Room Employee poss. Comp. cont. Hdd cont.
0 a,md a,d d,r md,rd rd,e,c e,k c,h h
1 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e rd,e,c e,k c,h h
2 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e,d rd,e,c e,k c,h h
3 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e,d rd,e,c e,d,k c,h h
4 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e,d rd,e,c e,d,k c,h,d h
5 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e,d rd,e,c e,d,k c,h,d,r h
6 a,md a,d d,r md,rd,a,e,d rd,e,c e,d,k c,h,d,r h,r

Table 1: Analysis of the example: first stage. Rows indicate steps in the algorithm; columns indicate
groups. Entities are denoted by their first letters.

that was moved or copied in an event, we also administer the relevant conditions that made the event
possible. For example, if the computer moves the dongle from the room into the computer contents, we
link the event to two conditions of the previous step, namely the dongle and the employee being in the
room. The last row of the table gives the situation when no more new group memberships are possible.

In the second phase of the analysis, we supply a goal. As mentioned before, a goal expresses un-
desirable target states. We assume that the goal is simple, i.e. refers to the condition of an entity being
in a group. Otherwise, we first decompose the goal into simple goals. In the last row of the table, we
can find possible instantiations of the goal. If we find such an instantiation, we track this situation back
through the table by means of the links to the relevant conditions. In this way, we can recreate the trace of
events that led to the undesired situation. This trace thus constitutes an attack (Algorithm2). As shown
in the example of a human moved into a room, it is possible that multiple conditions were necessary
for an event to happen (a human AND the key need to be present). In this case, the trace of the attack
branches as an AND. It is also possible that several different conditions made an event possible. In this
case, the trace branches as an OR. In this way, we obtain an attack tree as defined in [35]. It might be
possible that in several stages of the calculation of the trace, the same condition emerges. To obtain a
better description of the attack, we may choose to represent this as multiple pointers to the same node in
the attack tree, in which case it becomes a graph rather than a tree.

Algorithm 2 Attack generation (recursive)
Require: simple goal (entity in group)

set simple goal as top node of attack tree T
P← conditions linked from simple goal by Algorithm 1
if P is disjunction then

make T an OR-node
else

make T an AND-node
end if
for p ∈ P do

add as a child the result of the algorithm for p
end for
return T

For the second stage of the analysis of our example, we request an attack for the goal of the rootkit being
in the hdd contents. In the last row of the table, we can see that this situation may indeed be the case.
Now we follow backwards the conditions that made this state possible. For the last step, the movement
of the rootkit into the hdd was made possible by the condition that the rootkit was in the computer.
Backtracking one more step, this was possible because the dongle was in the computer. The dongle got
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Figure 4: The attack graph constructed in the second stage of the analysis of the example. All splits are
AND-splits. The dark grey boxes denote conditions that are already true in the initial state.

into the computer because it was in the same room and the employee was present. Here, the trace splits.
We need to find out how the employee got into the room and how the dongle got into the room. The
employee was already in the room at the start. The dongle got into the room because it was possessed
by the employee. The employee got the dongle because both the employee and the dongle were in the
canteen. Following this method, we can trace the attack back to the start (Fig.4).

Note that for this attack to work, the employee needs to be both in the canteen and in the room. The
order of events is thus important for the attack to succeed. The monotonicity assumption leads to an
overapproximation, and the resulting attack tree must be judged from this point of view to determine
whether the attack is possible if the limitations of physical movement are put back in place.

Following [34], the theoretical complexity of Algorithm 1 can be shown to be O(N2E2), where N
is the number of nodes and E the number of hyperedges. Let N be the number of nodes and E the
number of hyperedges. An attribute represents whether a particular node is in a particular hyperedge.
Consequently, there are NE attributes (i.e. fields in the incidence matrix). Because of monotonicity, all
possible attributes are satisfied after at most NE steps in the first algorithm. For each newly satisfied
attribute, we can optimise the look-up of newly enabled actions by pre-computing a table with all actions
per attribute. At most NE actions can be made possible, corresponding to moving an entity to a group.
For these actions, we need to check whether new attributes are satisfied by their execution. This means
that the total worst-case complexity is the number of attributes times the actions enabled per attribute,
giving O(N2E2). In a realistic scenario, the number of hyperedges (rooms, networks, possessions) will
typically be in the order of the number of nodes. Given this assumption, the complexity can also be
expressed as O(N4). Further optimisation techniques, such as those in [36], may be applicable.

For Algorithm 2, the number of steps in the algorithm can again be at most NE , being the maximum
number of attributes to be satisfied. Since each step is a constant look-up, the total complexity is NE .
Note that these complexities are not comparable to those of purely digital vulnerability modelling, as the
latter typically does not address mobility, and can therefore keep the graph or tree static.

These algorithms can easily be adapted for probabilistic capabilities. The only difference is that for
each link in the model, a probability will now be stored indicating its likelihood. For human behaviour,
probabilities represent that people will not act in the same way all the time (characteristic of social
science results), and can therefore be a valuable addition to the model.

For the practical system that led to the theoretical insights presented here [4], we have a running im-
plementation [37] of the algorithms within the Groove tool [17]. We aim at adapting the implementation
for the hypergraph model, and comparing the two approaches.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the actor-network approach for including humans in system models for
information security, based on interaction possibilities. Main source of inspiration is the sociology of
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actor-network theory, which argues that analysis of connections should be based on a flat topology, and
that actions are performed symmetrically by multiple cooperating entities. We translated the idea to the
domain of information, where we defined groups and guardians. Guardians are able to move or copy
other entities between their groups, depending on specified capabilities. We defined states, events and
capabilities in the formal model of Actor-NetworK Hypergraphs (ANKH) and showed how an initial
world can be analysed for reachability of undesirable states, and how an attack graph can be constructed
from the analysis. The road apple attack was presented as the main example.

Compared to existing models, our reference model treats actions as symmetric with respect to the
involved people and objects. The only relevant criteria are what is being moved (given new access
options), and what needs to be there for this move to be possible. People are not the primary movers;
their movement is physical and therefore visible, but from an information perspective this does not have
priority. Instead, any guardian may initiate a move. From an information point of view, a door moves a
human into a room, because it is the door that guards the group of the room. The door thus admits the
human into the group of the room. The resulting model is flat, symmetric, and has a topology only based
on access relations. This rethinking of security modelling is our main contribution.

The hypergraph-based formal model is very simple, expressive, and reasonably efficient, and pro-
vides a basis for understanding how human action contributes to (in)security, without a priori making
a distinction between human and non-human actors. It may look simplistic to some, but the intention
was indeed to go back to the basics, and the assumptions were chosen to be as minimal as possible. In
future work, we aim at developing our theoretical insights into a full-blown vulnerability model with
tool support, based on the implementation of our earlier system model. Practical considerations can be
addressed by applying the model in realistic case studies, where the attacks generated can then be tested
for effectiveness by means of penetrating testing experiments [5]. The case studies will also assist in
identifying precisely which conceptual extensions are possible or necessary.

A useful extension could be the use of dynamic capabilities, where actions may not only affect the
connections in the world, but also the capabilities of entities. This would correspond to for example
changing the security settings in a system. Violations of, say, separation of duty could then be used
in an attack either by acquiring the credentials of the other party or by changing the settings. Also,
probabilistic capabilities could be considered.

Our primary aim here was to show a basic, simple reference model for including human action in
system models, and that has been achieved. We encourage further research and critical remarks on
which extensions are needed to fully grasp the intricacies of human behaviour and its influence on the
vulnerability of socio-technical information systems. In this context, our reference model can be used
as a basis for providing extensions for human behaviour in other types of system models. An important
topic to be addressed by the community is the integration of such system models with protocol models,
such that the resulting frameworks specify not only the capabilities, but also how these capabilities are
achieved by interaction (protocols). Then, it can not only be specified who gives whom access to what
based on which credentials, but also in which sequences of communicative acts this will actually be the
result. Again, adapting the associated protocol models for including human behaviour is key. The long-
term goal is then to enable the automatic identification of attacks that combine weaknesses in the system
architecture with weaknesses in interaction protocols, not only between computer systems, but also with
the people involved. Only then can we claim to really have addressed security in socio-technical systems.
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